Gallery was in operation, but also the ideas put forth at the gallery itself lend insight to these persistently inscrutable images. Informing both the photographs and the gallery was a period-specific concept of spirituality derived from Transcendentalist and Theosophical ideas, such as the intertwined nature of bodily experience and spiritual knowledge and the loss of oneself in an oceanic cosmos at the moment of enlightenment. At the Intimate Gallery, references abounded with a mantralike repetitiveness to an art that would help viewers to achieve an enlightened awareness of a spiritual realm. Stieglitz engineered this spiritual and aesthetic experience through the choice of artworks, the pamphlets he printed for the gallery, the arrangement of the hang, and the atmosphere he cultivated in the small space. And it is through the lens of the Intimate Gallery, with its unequivocal pose as a sanctuary for the soul, that we can confront such observations about the Equivalents as Stieglitz's famous, if coy, pronouncement that he had "photographed God."6 While scholars have observed that Stieglitz's understanding of an "inner" psychological life-which he claimed was represented in the sky photographs, "equivalents" of his feelingswas indebted to European fin de si&cle Symbolism, they have generally overlooked the spiritual component inherent in this idea of the inner life.7 I propose that both the Intimate Gallery and the Equivalents established an interanimating zone between the viewer
Stieglitz's presentation of Dove emphasizing the painter's belief in a link between raw nature and the divine order of the cosmos-echoed the tenets of Transcendentalism. At its core, the theology codified by Ralph Waldo Emerson was experiential, one where individuals were driven by "throbs of desire and hope" to understand God.1l The broader legacy of this doctrine of religious immediacy appeared in twentiethcentury mainstream culture as a pervasive concern with the loss of spiritual touchstones in daily life.12 More specifically, however, the Transcendentalists had popularized the belief that the natural wilderness contains within it evidence of the divine workings of God.13 Following a theory of "correspondences," first proposed by the Swedish eighteenth-century theologian and mystic Emmanuel Swedenborg, the American Transcendentalists believed that any given object symbolized both material and spiritual existence, which meant that the material world could always be read as an indication of the existence of a spiritual realm. Although Stieglitz (Figs. 4, 8) . In the second, he clustered works in irregular patterns across the walls, grouping them together based on formal qualities (Fig.  5) . Both of these hanging styles had a quality of apparent neutrality: in the former, each object occupied an equal amount of wall space, while in the latter, works were clustered sympathetically so that each would be understood in relation to the others, none commanding more attention than its neighbors. This evenhandedness was complemented by Stieglitz's framing preferences. Narrow, squared frames-sometimes painted white or black, other times decorated by the artist ( With their small format, the Equivalents demanded that viewers stand very close to the framed works on the wall or else hold them right up to their noses, ensuring that only inches separated the human eye from the disorienting, mystifying images. Indeed, we can speculate that Stieglitz never showed his Equivalents at the Intimate Gallery because he felt they were sufficiently potent on their own-that they were most effective when held in one's hand, in fact, and did not need the physical environment of "the Room" to enhance the viewing experience they produced. In the Intimate Gallery, the close proximity of many people with strong ideas, pressed up close to the pictures on the walls, close to each other in places where the tight picture hang forced them to crowd, or holding pictures in their hands as they excavated the works piled on the floor, created an overwhelming, intoxicating environment-"throbbing, pulsating" as Stieglitz put it-intended to be a true sanctuary outside the materialistic everyday world. The cloud photographs and the gallery were meant to evoke oceanic vastness, not a forbidding sky or claustrophobic room. In both projects, Stieglitz's views were the expansive medium into which everyone else was invited to dissolve.
The definition of spiritual enlightenment offered at the Intimate Gallery-the complete loss of boundaries and a Nirvana-like sensation of oneness with humanity and the universe-was far from original in its day; it was deeply intertwined with numerous mystical theories current in Western society throughout the first decades of the twentieth century. More unusual, perhaps, was Stieglitz's emphasis on realism as a pathway-via physical empathy-to that moment of epiphany. These beliefs suffused the aesthetic experience that Stieglitz hoped to cultivate in his two major artworks of the later 1920s: the Intimate Gallery and the Equivalents. In both of these projects, heightened physical sensations were meant to induce a spiritual experience of oneness with a cosmosor, at least, of oneness with Stieglitz's definition of the cosmos.
Stieglitz's spiritual beliefs carried with them an explicitly modern air: they were tinged with anxieties about the loss of human reality in a postwar age of extreme mechanization, and they were infused with an incongruous market sensibility. Much as Stieglitz ridiculed the relentless American marketplace, even he succumbed to the idea that some aspects of spiritual enlightenment could be bought. Of greater importance is the fact that his preoccupation with spiritual vitality was a product of a broad cultural moment in the United States, in which the role of religion was heatedly debated. While Stieglitz and his circle may have been, at heart, cultural elitists, his own understanding of modern art was intimately 
